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Résumé
Cet article examine l’utilisation de pratiques formelles réalistes, de procédures et de médias par les professionnels de la médecine à Paris au dixneuvième siècle ; il se concentre sur les modèles en cire commandés par le chirurgien Jules Émile Péan (1839-98). Ces modèles reproduisaient
des parties génitales atteintes de maladies et ils étaient exposés à l’hôpital Saint-Louis, un hôpital dont la spécialité était le traitement des maladies

vénériennes et des maladies de la peau. Cette étude sur la production et la réception des modèles en cire autant au sein du domaine scientifique

que dans le domaine public, remet en question les revendications de vérité absolue et d'objectivité faites par les professionnels de la médecine et
exprimées à l'aide de matériaux « mimétiques »- dont la cire et la photographie—dans le développement de la connaissance médicale. Il tient

compte d’autres revendications à la vérité faites par différents médias, pratiques stylistiques et disciplines professionnelles dont l’art et la méde
cine. En établissant des liens entre les modèles en cire et la féminité dans les sources médicales, artistiques et littéraires du dix-neuvième siècle, cet
article soutient que la façade rationnelle de la médecine moderne et des représentations réalistes dissimule un comportement démentiel. Bien

que la surface réaliste des représentations du corps de la femme aient aidé à convaincre que leur création, leur exposition et leur description en

tant qu'objets de collectionneur étaient raisonnables, le contact physique excessif que leur production exigeait, et leur rôle fantastique et théâtral

dans l’œil du public menaçaient constamment d’ébranler les prétentions à la raison faites par les domaines médical et artistique.

IDoctor Jules Émile Péan (1830-1898), a surgeon of celebassociation with popular waxwork displays.5 Furthermore, an
examination of late nineteenth-century objects, images, and
texts shows that the medium was often understood in gendered
terms, as wax was frcquently linked to femininity, fragility, and
death. By examining the représentation of women in wax and
as wax, it is évident that the medium was considered a perfect
matcrial for the rendering of female bodies in medical contexts:
bodies that fluctuated between the real and the idéal, sickness
and health, éducation and entertainment, sentience and unconsciousness, beauty and horror.
1 his article will focus on Péan’s collection of realistic rep
résentations of female bodies in wax and in paint. I will argue
that the practices of producing medical images, in both artistic
and medical contexts, often showed moments of plcasure that
went beyond the requirements of professional duty, particularly
when the object of study was the unclothed female body. Behind
the rational façade of realist practice lies a subjective madness.
Although Péan also exhibited models of male bodies, his profes
sional identity was most publicly tied to his study of women,
as he was best known for his operations on female reproduc
tive organs.6 J. Hirschler’s contemporary account of Péan in Nos
Docteurs daims, “It is at the Saint-Louis Hospital that he became known for his admirable ovariectomies. These placed him
among the top-ranked surgeons.... Doctor Péan is certainly,
at this time, the most famous surgeon.”7 Péan was the first to
perform a vaginal hysterectomy in France; he designed medi
cal tools specifically for operations on women’s bodies and he
also publicized his charitable operations on female, not male,
patients.8 Not surprisingly, moulages of diseased and distorted femalc genitalia comprise a large portion of Péan’s collection. Row
upon row of wax représentations of diseased genitalia were, and
still are, hung behind glass under a sign that lets the visitor know
that these wax body parts belonged to the famous surgeon.

rity and controversy, was a collector and creator of realistic
représentations of bodies and body parts. Like other medical
men in late nineteenth-century France, such as the renowned
Doctor Jean-Martin Charcot at the Salpêtrière hospital, Péan
used représentations of bodies as a means to advance medical
knowledge, to promote France as a leading scientific nation,
and to construct his own identity as a modem medical leader.1
Péan commissioncd numerous medical moulages of diseased
body parts, which were displayed at Hôpital Saint-Louis, a hos
pital in Paris that spécialized in the treatment of venereal and
skin discases.2 Fhe waxworks were exhibited in the large lecture
theatre that was opened in 1889 to host the first internation
al conférence of dermatology and to celebrate the progress of
Frcnch medicine during the Exposition Universelle of that year
(fig. I).3 Cast directly from the bodies of suffering patients,
these wax models were understood by contemporary viewers as
realistic objects that depicted the visible world accurately and
with the utmost objectivity. An article in Annales de dermatolo
gie et de syphiligraphie from 1889 claimed that the Saint-Louis
waxes were “pure reproductions, nature captured as it is.”4
By exploring the competing daims to truth and reality
made by different media, particularly wax, it becomes évident
that realism was never a stable or monolithic category. Wax was
associated with reality and rationality through its connections
with the scientific world, but it was also linked to spectacle and
fantasy, as is apparent by the emergence and popularity of wax
muséums. Although this malléable substance has often been
overlooked in academie scholarship that focuses on the relationship between art and medicine (most studies examine photography’s rôle in medical iconography), wax, like photography,
was understood as an indexical medium par excellence and was
regarded as thoroughly suitable for medical models despite its
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Figure I. The interior of Hôpital Saint Louis (Photo: author, reproduction authorized by the Musée des moulages de l'Hôpital Saint-Louis).

The medical world relied on multiple stylistic practices, pro
cedures, and media—photography, paint, plaster, and wax—in
order to fabricate images and objects as “true to life.” Visual and
textual conventions (such as detailed brushwork, smooth fin
ish, and descriptive prose), along with professional affiliations
(especially modem medicinc’s association with truth), produced
“reality” through codes that signified veracity to ninetecnth-century audiences. Ihe manufacturing of this “reality effect” was
often done covertly, as codes were naturalized and often invis
ible. As Peter Brooks has pointed out, realism is a “form of play
that uses carefully wrought and detailed toys” in order to repro
duce the “look and feel of the real thing.”9 Art providcd science

with a visual language and conventions, while science gave art
an authoritative empiricist modcl by which to claim mastery
over the realm of the objective and truthful. In turn, the moral
virtues attributed to science—honesty, sincerity, and authenticity—took visual form in realist formai strategies. Yct despite being propagated as a metaphor of objectivity, realist strategies
were no more impartial than any other artistic practice. Linda
Nochlin justly argues in her canonical text of 1971, Realism,
that ail styles are intricately bound to professional, institutional,
cultural, political, and personal impératives. By simply assuming that représentations are true becausc of the mimetic capacities of art, the powerful influences of conventions and history,
44
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as well as conscious and unconscious intentions and aspirations,
are ignored. Furthermore, conceptions of realism in art, mcdicine, and literature werc varied and dépendant on numerous
notions of what constituted reality.
Tbe désire of medical professionals to categorize and make
sense of the world through the création and collecting of lifclike représentations of bodies helped generate the “truthfulncss”
of their discoveries and inventions. These images and objects
served to strengthen daims to the reality of diseascs and diag
noses. As Georges Didi-Huberman has discussed, the assembling and cataloguing of collections involves “preconceiving”
and “fabricating” reality, as the knowledge constructed through
collecting practices becomes aligned with truth.10 fhe medical
establishments need to both produce and authenticate reality
by crcating and collecting realistic représentations of bodies,
as well as the subjective fantasies involved in amassing such
objccts for pcrsonal ownership, point to a désire for the real
that undermines the daims to truth and objectivity assigned
to the collected medical objects. As waxes served to portray
personal and professional identities as rational and reasonable, they also fulfilled desires that surpassed the necessities of
scientific responsibility.

Figure 2. Doctor Péan's collection of diseased body parts at Hôpital SaintLouis (Photo: author, reproduction authorized by the Musée des moulages

de l’Hôpital Saint-Louis).

Making, Cataloguing, and Collecting Wax Models in
Nineteenth-Century France
tice of detailing the wax united the mouleur with the medical
professional, as doctors, such as Péan, indicated where colour
was needed, what further details werc rcquired, and how much
hair should be inserted. At this moment, medical experts like
Pcan could occupy rôles as both surgeon and sculptor. As learning tools and models of illness, the legibility of the waxes was
of great importance. Waxes were examined by medical students
and doctors as a way to practise diagnostic skills and examine
rare diseases. The three-dimensionality, naturalistic colour, lifesize scalc, and excessive detailing of wax models made them
appear more authentic and therefore doser to reality than rep
résentations created by other media used in medical instruc
tion, such as photography, painting, drawing, and print. Henri
Feulard, curator of the wax muséum at Saint-Eouis, dcscribed
the superiority of waxes when he wrotc that despite the “perfec
tion” of the photographs and drawings at the hospital, “they
were necessarily inferior to models, which, in addition to their
accuracy of colour and form, possess the greatest advantage
of relief.”13
Each wax model was mounted on black painted wood and
firamed by dried, white plaster-soaked cloth. It was accompanied
by a printed paper label that showed the namc of the doctor
who commissioned the piece, the namc of the disease, and the
wax’s catalogue number. Significantly, each black board contain-

During the last décades of the century, Péan privately commissioned approximately 615 moulages of diseascd body parts.
Each wax shows with great detail how spécifie diseases attack
particular parts of the body: wax models of tongucs, arms, fac
es, torsos, and genitalia are covcrcd with signs of illness évident
in the rendering of pus and multicoloured rashes that cover the
objects’ surfaces (fig. 2). lhe life-like dcpiction of skin, minute
hair follicles, and goosc bumps convinced nineteenth-century
viewers that wax was the medium that could best resemble human flesh. As stated in the popular scientific journal La Nature
in 1894, “The only plastic matter capable of rendering the absolute effects ofthe ski n’s surface, its smoothness and its transparency, is wax.”11 Wax produced indexical moulds that were
considered devoid of subjective interaction, thus aligning the
mimetic medium with scientific medicine’s association with
objectivity and truth.
A moulage was made by a plaster cast, mouldcd on the human body, which provided a négative into which wax could
then be poured.12 Following the moulding process, the mouleur
and doctor would work together to creatc an object that was
understood as an exact rcplica of the human body. The applica
tion of coloured pigments and the manual shaping of rough
and smooth surfaces produced signs and symptoms of illness
that were considered medically legible. Significantly, the prac45
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united the model-makcr with Péan, symbolically imbuing him
with a medical professional’s claim to accuracy and objectivity,
it was ultimately the doctor’s expérience and orders that were
needed to construct the so-called reality of a disease.
Jules Baretta, the mouleur who made the majority of the
waxes at Saint-Louis during the nineteenth century, began
his process by making a plaster cast of a naked diseased body
part.15 Although the finished wax models appeared to be devoid
of human contact, the production of moulages rcquired intirnatc touching and bodily exposure, thus revealing moments in
which the création of realistic représentations of bodies threatened to excecd professional propriety, be it medical or artistic.
The process of making a moulage involvcd contact with naked
flesh, as is évident in Edouard Dantan’s painting Un Moulage sur
Nature, 1887, and Fclicien Rops’s La naissance de Vénus, 1878
(figs. 3, 4). In Dantan’s work, men are peeling dried and heavy
plaster off a woman’s naked leg, while in Rops’s painting a sculptor pours liquid plaster on a woman’s bare stomach and géni
tal région. As is suggested by the close contact between naked
female bodies and clothed men in these works, the touching
of stripped women elicits a sense of désire despite the veneer
of professional obligation. This tension, and the wish to keep
touch reigned in as a specialist’s task, is évident in Paul Mantz’s
1887 Salon review of Dantan’s painting:
Figure 3. Edouard Dantan, une Mou/age sur Nature, 1887. Oil on canvas,

'lhe two artists that exécuté this task bring a sort of sacerdo

130.8 x 102.9 cm. Sweden, Gôtebords Konstmuseum (Photo: Lars
Noord, 2006).

tal gravity; they do not let themselves be distracted by the
neighbouring spectacle. If we were to assign this work to

lay men, we would perhaps see their hands aroused by the

ing a wax body part was signed in white paint by the creator
of the moulage, thus situating the mouleur as an artist and each
model as an original. By drawing on such arristic conventions
as the practice of signing an artwork, the moulages were aligncd
with the seemingly more subjective and elitist world of art. The
personally marked works and stylized présentations undermincd
the status of the waxes as purcly objective models made for scientific study, and located them as part of a privileged and personal
collection. Although collecting was considcrcd intégral to the
production of medical knowledge, it also reflected the subjective
fantasics of the collector. As Jonathan Crary has suggested in his
discussion of the overlapping figure of collector, détective, con
sumer, and fetishist, there is a perversion at the core of the search
for fact and truth.14 Furthcrmore, Jean Baudrillard has argued in
relation to collecting practices that once an object is no longer
tied to its function, its meaning becomes solely dépendant upon
the subject (collector). Péan determined the significance of the
waxes and the rcality that he wished them to represent. Like
Péan, the mouleur at Saint-Louis also had an invested rôle in
the production of the waxes, as is most évident by his signature,
which sits in close contact to the doctor’s name. Although this

tender flesh. However, there is for moulders a professional
distance, and they arc solely interested in the success of their
délicate operation.16

Despite Mantz’s belief that the mouleurs were indiffèrent to
bare female skin, the painting’s narrative used the guise of
professional casting as a socially justifiable means to display
the contact between naked female flesh and rough male hands.
Although Dantan created a modem nude by showing the fe
male model in a contemporary setting, with a Parisian coiffure,
brassy gold bracelet, and tanned face and hands, this image
nonetheless adhères to many academie conventions of painting
an idcalized female nude: her body is white, her pubic mound
hairless, and her nipples are pink and crcct. By drawing on
these tropes, Dantan constructed female sexuality as pure, ac
cessible, and unthreatening for its display at the Salon. By surrounding the model with professional men in their specialized
work place, Dantan represented the artists’ practice (including
his own) as professional and detached, while the act of looking
at and touching naked bodies is shown as a valid rcquisite for
the création of female nudes.
46
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Although Sully Prud’hommes account describcd Baretta and
his procedures as compassionate and caring by recounting the
mouleurs kindness towards patients, the wax tongucs and genitalia displayed at Saint-Louis are evidence that casting was an
invasive and uncomfortable process as it demanded that wet
plastcr be applied to open sorcs, rash-covered skin, and the
body’s most sensitive openings.18 The exhaustive touching of
bodies is particularly évident in Péan’s collection of moulages
of diseascd genitalia. In many of his waxes, fingers are shown
prying open vaginal lips and pulling back foreskin in order to
reveal interior illness (fig. 5). The thickness, lcngth, and posi
tion of the fingers, cast from life along with the genitalia, beg
the question: to whom do the fingers belong? Although they
may alludc to masturbatory pleasure, itself understood as a
sign of scxual déviance and illness in ninetecnth-ccntury medi
cal discourse, by being eut off from the body the fingers act as
a medical tool, such as the spéculum, holding open cavities for
the eyes of male doctors. lhe function of the fingers and their
fragmentation from an identifiable body helped rid the wax
models of the salaciousncss invoked by their close iconographie
ties with pornographie images, which showed probing fingers
as a means of representing pleasure and exposing further flesh.
The wax casts stood as proof of medical toucli itself, as they
held in wax the intimate moment of bodily contact between
àoctoxl mouleur and his patient/model. The scrutiny and handling of diseased genitalia also point to a pleasure that was not
necessarily libidinally chargée!. The gratification of studying
the intricate detailing of discases, as well as the pleasure taken
in cataloguing and compiling moulages of diseascd body parts,
are évidence of a curiosity and delight with représentations of
“reality” that exceed medical and taxonomie rcquirements.
Yet, displayed in a medical setting and labelled ad nauseam
with the names of doctors, discases, and catalogue numbers,
the fingering of genitalia was constructed as a legitimate professional pursuit.

Figure é. Félicien Rops, La naissance de Vénus, 1878. Tempera and gouache.
Priva te collection (Photo: Galerie Patrick Derom).

Ihc casting process in the medical sphere required the
same lengthy and intimate contact with bodies as it did in the
art world. M. Sully Prud’homme wrotc in 1891 that the pro
cess of making a medical cast at Saint-Louis required patience
and kindness:

Rational Relations? Doctors and Patients, Artists
and Models
The visual and tactile examination of the undressed body was
a key component to both medical and artistic study.19 Emile
Zola drew upon the social rcspcctability given to artists and
doctors for studying the body and sexuality in order to justify
his meticulous account of Parisian sex lives in his novel Thérèse
Raquin, published in 1867. As a response to critics who saw his
highly detailed story as pornographie, Zola wrotc in the préf
acé to the second édition of Ihérèse Raquin in 1868 that he was
simply applying “to two living bodies the analytical method
that surgeons apply to corpses.”20 He wrote:

Mr. Baretta is a valuable collaborator of science. Without

brutality, with the softness of a mother and an enduring
patience, he places his cquipment and while the substance

is taking, he converses with the patient. He is interested
in her condition, becomes the narrator of developments,

wins, without forcing, the trust of his patient, as he inspires

empathy. Does the patient prefer to be silent, as it takes a
certain amount of tinte to let the material set... then he
| Baretta] goes to the piano and soothes his client with a few

old mélodies.17
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and reason, was also considered the style of scandai, gratuitous
detail, and pornography. Although Zola used the figures of
surgeon and artist to rid his work of its pornographie categorization, neither artist nor doctor were fully free from public
criticism regarding the access their professions gave them to
nakcd female bodies.
The relationship between artist and model, like that be
tween doctor and patient, was understood as both professionally and sexually charged. Heather Dawkins, Marie Lathers, and
Susan Waller, as well as numerous other scholars of the nineteenth ccntury, hâve discussed the sexual relationship between
artists and their models.22 As they hâve pointed out, women
posing naked in front of men as a form of employment was
not only frowned upon, but also many models were in need
of more money than modelling could provide. Financial strife
led many models into prostitution and therefore modelling was
often equated with prostitution itself. Although the study of
the female body was institutionally justified by the Académie
des beaux-arts, the relationship between naked model and art
ist within the artists private studio was unregulated, thus further emphasizing the questionability of modelling as a proper
profession. Like the relationship between artist and model, that
between doctor and patient was loaded with fear and fascina
tion. The visual scrutiny and touching of naked female bodies
required by the medical profession wove threads of desire, immorality, and distrust through public conceptions of modem
medicine and its practitioners. Many cartoons parodied the
doctor and patient relationship. As is évident in an illustra
tion from L’Assiette au Beurre, ca. 1905, in which a husband
is shown exclaiming, “I hope he won’t make me pay for that
operation!” while he watches a doctor embrace his wife, the
seemingly socially acceptable access that medical men had to
bourgeois wives, mothers, and daughters was fraught with anxiety because medicine was also understood as devoid of morals
and any regard for faithful bourgeois rclationships (fig. 6). Furthermore, female patients were often considered highly sexed
beings with déviant sexualities, as is most obvious in the case
of hysteria.23 It was suggested that women seduccd doctors in
order to take pleasure in medical inspections, as some believed
that the use of the spéculum awoke women’s sexual desire.24
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec drew on the well-known theme of
a mutually consenting sexual relationship between a female pa
tient and her doctor in his 1894 advertisement for the upscalc
interior decorating stores L’Artisan Moderne. In this poster, a
well-pruned woman is propped up on pillows in her bed, awaiting the arrivai of a fashionably dressed young decorator. The
man’s smock, tool kit, and predatory stance visually parodied
and linked him to caricatures of lecherous medical men who,
armed with professional apparatus, probed and penetrated the
bodies of the bourgeoisie. The salacious nature of the implied

Figure 5. A wax model of female genitalia from Pcan’s collection at Hôpital

Saint-Louis (Photo: aulhor, reproduction authorized by the Musée des
moulages de l'Hôpital Saint-Louis).

While I was busy writing Thérèse Raquin I forgot the world

and devoted myself to copying life cxactly and meticulously,

giving myself up entirely to précisé analysis of the mechanism of the human being, and I assure you that the ferocious
sexual relationship of Thérèse and Laurent meant nothing

immoral to me, nothing calculated to provoke indulgence in
evil passions. The human side of the models ceased to exist,

just as it ceases to exist for the eye of the artist who has a na
ked woman sprawled in front of him but who is solely concerned with getting on to his canvas a true représentation
of her shape and coloration....Amid the concert of voices

bawling: “The author of Thérèse Raquin is a hystcrical wretch

who revels in displays of pornography,” I waited in vain for
one voice to reply: “No, the writer is simply an analyst who

may hâve become engrossed in human corruption, but who
has done so as a surgeon might in an operating theatre.”21

By aligning himself with artists and surgeons, Zola’s rebuttal
attempted to socially justify his descriptive prose. He claimed
that his desire to record every intimate detail of bodies and
modem life was part of the shared practice of artists and doctors who investigated ail aspects of humanity, including sexuality. The attacks against Zola’s graphie writing, which was
described as “realist” and “naturalisa” reveal the ways in which
realism, despite being associated with the language of science
48
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Although the purpose of medical examinations of prostitutes
was to protect France from disease, doctors’ access to prosti
tutes’ bodies was considered similar to that enjoyed by brothcl
clients, thus blurring the lines between professional and Per
sonal voyeurism and physical manipulation. The public feared
that experts could combine the libidinal delights of looking
and touching naked female bodies with the authoritativc
power and social legitimacy of medicine; under the guise of
medical expérimentation, doctors could satisfy their every
need. Although the diseased state of female genitalia seen at
Saint-Louis suggests that female patients were not a source of
libidinal longing amongst medical men, the waxes nonetheless displayed the individual tastes of doctors, as is évident by
Fournier’s waxes of diseased genitalia, which hung across the
theatre from Péan’s. Unlike Péan’s moulages, which were rclatively hairless and smooth, Fournier’s collection was covered
in fluffs of pubic hair and coloured with bright tangerine-pink
pigment (fig. 7). The inclusion or exclusion of pubic hair reflccts the desires ofthe men who commissioned the works, as it
had no representational purpose in determining a disease. The
choice of mouleur, the rendering of details, the life-sized scale,
and the decision to record the discase in wax, rather than pho
tography, paint, or print, further point to the subjective stylistic prcfcrences of doctors. The différences between Péan’s and
Fournier’s waxes show the individual prédilections of medical
professionals, particularly how they wished to construct the
reality of female sexuality. Despite the objects’ uses and display
within the seemingly objective medical sphère, the personal
tastes of collectors remained on show.

Figure 6. Culiale, "J'espère qu'il ne va pas me faire payer cette operation

là!" from L’Assiette au Beurre, ca. 1905. Colour lithograph, 25.8 x 20.8 cm
(Photo: Wellcome Library, London).

Wax Displays: Medicine, Republicanism, and Spectacle
and impending “inspection” is symbolized by the woman’s wellcoiffed blond hair, by the shockcd expression on the maid’s face,
and by the small fluffy dog on the woman’s lap, a well-known
symbol of eroticism.
Fhe belief that the relationship between doctors and female
patients was scxually charged was further stressed by the greatly
publicized connection between doctors and prostitutes that
arosc from discussions about the regulatory medical inspection
of prostitutes.25 'lhe majority of the medical world, along with
the French public, blamed prostitutes for spreading syphilis. As
Doctor Alfred Fournier, a dermatologist who worked at Hôpital
Saint-Louis with Péan, wrote:

Medical waxes also stood as trophies of medical conquests.
Many physicians, surgeons, and scientists named newly “discovered” diseases and medical procedures after themselves,
thus propagating their status as medical innovators. The naming of tools after spécifie doctors, such as Péan’s forceps and
homeostatic clamps, also hclpcd display professional rank.
Péan’s name was written next to his waxes along with his di
agnosis, and his name was printed in large letters above his
collection. The expense of creating moulages exhibited the new
économie position of medical men such as Péan, because mou
lages were expensivc to commission, very time consuming to
create, and only allowed small fragments of bodies to be represented. As recorded in the Courrier des médecins de Saint-Louis
au Directeur de l’Assistance Publique in 1896: “Moulding, only
reserved for the rarest cases, can only reproduce a small por
tion of the lésions.. ..|T]he confection of the mouldings, due to
their cost and the arduous work they necessitate, can only be
produced in limited numbers.”27

Syphilis rebounds from the most abject hovel to the most
honest home, lhe contamination of the virtuous spouse and
the contamination of the child are often only the product
of syphilis of the prostittite. Consequently, to purstic the
syphilis of the prostitutc is to protect ipso facto the virtuous

woman and child.26
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black-and-white photographs of living patients, dhese photo
graphs show how wax models of bodies, photographs of pa
tients, and actual human beings were used interchangeably in
the teaching of medicine. Moulages were understood to provide
as realistic a recording of diseases as tangible living bodies. At
times, they were considered more désirable. Through the in
tervention of artists and the input of doctors, the colours and
shapes of diseases could be made more obvious in the media
of photography and wax. Although photographs could fray at
the edges and wax models could crumble, neither decomposed
and rotted as did the human body. The signs and symptoms
of diseases could be frozen in time in both print and wax, unlike the human body and its illnesses, which were organic, everchanging, and could be contagious. Such instances expose mo
ments in which real bodies failed to fulfil the realist demands of
modem medicine. Ihe uncontrollable human body could not
always provide a stable, consistent, or realistic enough model for
medical study.
By the mid-century, French doctors were encouraged to
start their own collections of medical objects, tools, sculptures,
and paintings in Parisian hospitals. They helped provide the
funding for the opening of medical muséums, photographie stu
dios, and the création of new medical chairs and spccialities. The
emergence of medical muséums in France was brought about as
a means to compete against other nations, particularly Prussia
and England, whose medical collections were well known. It
was believed that medical muséums not only strengthcned med
ical knowledge but also exhibited the superiority of a country’s
medical progress internationally, thus serving to attract foreign
doctors and students.30 Feulard addressed the prestigious na
tional status of the Saint-Louis wax objects when he wrote that
“several hospitals and universities hâve been anxious to possess
some of the models in our Muséum, and in fact, M. Baretta has
sent copies of his models to various parts of the world; but the
privilège of acquiring these models is not within the reach of
everyone.”31 Many prominent doctors during the early Third
Republic were ardent republicans and nationalists.32 lheir col
lections helped make Republican political policies, particularly
those relating to the éradication of the Church from French
hospitals, medical éducation, and public service, seem more
modem, curative, and humanitarian than religious and aristo
cratie rule. The use of moulages in teaching appeared to fulfil
Republican aims of making éducation and health care more
available and visible to the masses. The doctors at Saint-Louis
contributed to the construction of France as a significant medi
cal force by hosting the first International Congrcss of Dermatology at Saint-Louis, hcld in the large lecture theatre that was
filled with wax models. Through the exhibition of these works
in a newly completed building, French medicine was presented
as modem, rich, and progressive to an international crowd.

Figure 7. A wax model of female genitalia from Fournier’s collection at

Hôpital Saint-Louis (Photo: author, reproduction authorized by the Musée
des moulages de l’Hôpital Saint-Louis).

For this reason, photography was increasingly integrated
into the hospital System as the primary means of recording diseases. Although photography was first used at Saint-Louis by
Doctors Albert Montméja and Adfred Hardy during the late
1860s, the production of photographs overtook that of waxes
during the 1890s, when a photography studio was built at the
hospital.28 Although photography did not yet provide colour
reproductions, colours were added to black-and-white photo
graphs in order to produce images that appeared more life-like.
Similarly to the création of moulages, the colours and details
of diseases were applicd to photographs in the presence of a
doctor. Montméja and Hardy wanted to emphasize the connec
tion between the photograph and the patients living body in
order to attest to the daims that photography represented truth.
This is évident in Hardy’s préfacé, where he wrote, “[W]e can
say that these plates represent nature captured as it is,” and in
the text on the bottom of each photograph that states that the
photograph and colouring were created directly from nature.29
Significantly, photographs were taken not only of patients but
also of the wax models at Saint-Louis, as is évident in the at
las of skin diseases produccd by the Saint-Louis doctors, which
contains coloured photo-lithographs of wax models along with
50
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Significantly, Péan’s collection was fully
visible to visitors who stood in the main
lecture theatre, while some other doctors’
collections, such as Fournier’s, were displayed behind walls. Péan’s collection was
the largest belonging to any one doctor at
Saint-Louis. This not only indicates Péan’s
key rôle in the création of medical mou
lages but also shows how the exhibition of
these objects appeared to offer évidence
of the successes of France’s discovery and
treatment of discases.
Although waxes were signifiers of
the progress, wealth, and republicanism
of French medicine and its practitioners,
waxes in France were historically linked
to aristocratie collecting practices. During the eighteenth century, Gaetano
Figure 8. Photograph
Zumbo created many wax models for the
cabinets of curiosities of wealthy people in
France, as did Honore Fragonard, a sur
geon, anatomist, and cousin of the painter
Jean Honoré Fragonard, and André Pierre Pinson, a surgeon,
Personal doctor to Louis XVI, and conservator of the Duc
d’Orléans’s cabinet des cires at the Palais Royal. 33 Philippe Curtius, who had trained as an anatomist, also made a collection
of wax figures of famous people, such as Voltaire, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, and Franz Anton Mesmer, which were displayed
in France until the beginning of the French Révolution, dhe
wax models in these collections were on display to the privileged few who approached the objects with a désire for both
knowledge and pleasure; the waxes were understood simultancously as educational tools, aesthetic spécimens, and bizarre
curiosities. After the French Révolution, they were removed
from private collections and given to the Statc, thus altering
their status as elite objects of delight and inquisitiveness for the
aristocracy to démocratie, nationally owned models that could
cducate the public. Significantly, many figures from Curtius’s
collection, such as the waxes of Jacques Neckcr and the Duc
d’Orléans, were taken on 12 July 1789 by revolutionaries, and
were carricd around Paris covered in black crepe as a form of
revolutionary propaganda.
Although the majority of medical wax models were exhib
ited in the medical realm during the nineteenth century, the
status of waxes as curiosities remained, as is évident by the com
mercial success of the Spitzner wax muséum, which displayed
medical models, along with celebrity figures, to the public. Mixing the spectacular with the moral and educational, the Spitzner
muséum had a spécial section dedicated to wax models of body
parts ravaged by syphilis in order to exhibit the ills of alcohol-

of Musée Charcot, ca. 1887 (Photo: Archives de l’Assistance Publique).
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ism and promiscuity. The Spitzner waxes are an cxample of how
moulages of diseased body parts, particularly those that represented genitalia and sexually transmitted diseascs, straddled the
border between amusement and learning.
In order to securc medical models’ status as educational
tools, they were displayed as scientifically as possible. In 1883,
Doctor Doyon wrote an article that elaimed that without a
proper “scientific” muséum for the exhibition of anatomical
models, medical waxes would be objects of curiosity rather than
instruction.34 In comparison to the lavish velvets and décorative
details of the cabinets of curiosities of the eighteenth century,
the simple wood cabinets with black backdrops at Saint-Lou
is presented the waxes as reasonable objects of medical study
rather than spectacular objects displayed to satisfy peculiar fetishes. Shown in a room designed specifically for the exhibi
tion of medical models, moulages at Saint-Louis were grouped
by disease and collector and were displayed behind glass in an
attempt to rid them of voyeuristic delight. The spectacular side
of wax models needed to be moderated for their use within the
medical realm. Wax had to be understood as a medium of reason and objectivity rather than frivolity and enchantment in
order to maintain its constructed status as a privileged material
of professional learning. Medical waxes had to appear distanced
from venues that were made to entice and entertain anyone who
could pay the entry fec, such as the Spitzner and the Musée
Grévin, a wax muséum which opened on Boulevard Montmar
tre in 1882 and displayed an assortiment of wax replicas of celebrities, criminals, and historical events.
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Figure 9. Nineteenth-œntury wax model of a hystérie from the Salpêtrière (Photo: Archives de l'Assistance Publique).

realm. Léon Roger-Milès’s 1890 book, La Cité de Misère, describes the waxes at Saint-Louis as “a whole army of dermato
ses, in their précisé représentation, in their exceptional crudeness, in their frightening realism; the ugly, the monstrous, the
painful.... [T]hesc human remains, figures which are collected
at the hospital, are like souvenirs where treacherous infections
are revived.”37 As Roger-Milès’s quotation attests, wax models
were considercd frightening and horrifying. Despite the pretext of scientific rationality invoked by displaying the waxes
in a medical setting, the presence of the life-like objects pro
voked feelings that undermined the medical desire for wax to
be linked to reason.
Like the exhibition room at Saint-Louis, Charcot’s musé
um at the Salpétrière was a site for the production and display of
realistic représentations of pathological bodies, including those
in wax.38 In his novel Les amours d'un interne from 1881, Jules
Clarétie described the muséum as:

Realism Beyond Reason: Femininity and Wax
Vanessa R. Schwartz has claimed that the publics fascination
with waxes was linked to the nineteenth-century obsession
with représentations of reality, as is évident by the popularity
of wax muséums, morgues, and panoramas. Schwartz argues
that the pleasure and thrill provided by the viewing of wax fig
ures arose from their striking verisimilitude to human bodies.
As reported in the Moniteur Universel in 1882: “[A]t the Mu
sée Grévin resemblancc is perfect, striking, extraordinary. You
begin to ask yourself whether you are in the presence of a real
person.”35 Yet the inability to distinguish reality from fiction
provided entertainment as much as it produced anxiety. Henri
Blaze de Bury described the insanity produced by viewing wax
bodies in his 1863 story Les Bonhommes de Cire:
You know that strange and mysterious feeling that seizes you

when you are in the presence of these bizarre figures, of

.. .a strange atelier, similar to the amphithéâtre and the med

a reality that is so life-like that a certain fear forbids
you from speaking, for you are unsure as to whether
or not their lips will answer you....You step back and
then reapproach; it is like a sick curiosity, hysterical, a
sort of répulsive attraction.36

ical muséum, where human remains lay next to the heads

of criminals, moulded from life. [There was] an uncommon
main floor, where copies of the Venus of Milo and Michel-

angelo’s slaves presented a striking and comforting contrast

to the atrocious deformities that moulders preserved or

modelled for the display Windows of the Hospital.39

For de Bury, the realism associated with wax modcls was connected to madness, fear, and repulsion rather than reason or
enjoyment. The fright provoked by wax models in entertain
ment venues was also induced by wax bodies in the medical

Photographs of the muséum were published in the popular
press, showing the variety of objects that were produced and
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on view at the hospital. As is évident from Clarétie’s novel, as
well as Maurice Guillemot’s 1887 article about the muséum in
Paris illustré and the photograph published alongside Fernand
Levillain’s 1891 article “Charcot et l’école de la Salpêtrière” in
Revue Encyclopédique, medical moulages and casts were shown
alongside human skeletons, artistic models, and portrait busts
(fig. 8). Représentations of hysterical bodies at the Salpêtrière
were confirmed as diseased and deformed not only by their
display in a medical muséum but also by their différence from
such idéal ized bodies as the Venus de Milo. The idéal bodies
created within the world of art actcd as foils against which
medical pathologies could be made obvions. Although the majority of casts were of fragmented bodies, a full wax model of
a naked woman described as suffering from hysteria was also
exhibited (fig. 9). Maurice Guillemot described this wax as the
object that demanded the most attention in the room:

Figure 10. Photograph of a hysterical woman from onc of Charcot’s climcal
dossiers (Photo: reproduced from Georges Didi-Huberman. invention of
Hysteria: Charcot and the Photographie Iconography ofthe Salpêtrière, trans.
Alisa Hartz, Cambridge, Mass., 2003).

A display window that fills the entire center of the room
captures the most attention; it contains, strctched out on
her back, a cast, taken from life, of the entire body of a hys

terical woman who died at the Salpêtrière. She is of hidcous

ers, has explored the social, historical, and political forces that
contributed to the understanding of the disease. Didi-Huber
man, in his in-depth study ofthe iconography of hysteria at the
Salpêtrière, conceptualizcs the extraordinary quantity and character of hysterical symptoms as a “paradox of spectacular évi
dence,” pointing out that despite the multiplicity of symptoms,
hysteria arose out of nothing as nineteenth-ccntury physicians
were unable to securely locate hysteria’s organic existence.42 It
has been argued that through visual and textual représentations,
nineteenth-century doctors were able to create, and ostensibly
confirm, the reality of the disease.
Charcot diagnosed hysteria through the visual symptoms
exerted by the living patient, yet he also turned to the dead body
in order to prove the reality of its organic existence. Autopsies
were performed in order to dig deep into the brains and bod
ies of hysterical women to find biological and visible causes of
the disease. Realistic représentations, such as those in wax and
photography, provided the means with which the living hys
terical body could be contained, rendering it still and immobile
for easy study. But such représentations could never replace the
body, which was fi lied with organs, blood, neurological matter,
and bones. Wax could not be eut open to revcal the source of ill
ness. As indexical media that provided mimetic représentations
of the body’s exterior, both wax and photography prioritized
surfaces. Yet despite daims to reality, they could never be a substitute for the human body because they did not hâve “insides.”
Norman Bryson has argued that the displeasure of looking at
wax figures arises from wax’s inability, as a medium, to maintain
the desired stability of idcalization and bodily wholeness despite

realism, misery, with her gauntness, hcr twisted legs, her dé
formée! shouldcrs, her ravagée! breasts, her bones piercing

through her flesh.40

For Guillemot, realism was associated with anguish. It was the
style of death, deformity, and illness. Unlike the idealized bod
ies of marble and plaster Venuscs that lured viewers by their
beauty, this wax woman enticed them by her disfigured hips
and bony skeleton.
The medical desire to realistically represent this hysteri
cal body is not only évident through the hyperrealism of the
wax figure, a realism that provided so many details that it was
considérée! hideous, but also by its photographie représentation
(fig. 1 0). In the photograph, the samc patient is shown alive, her
face is in a crooked grin, her hands are at her side, and a bonnet
is on hcr head. In contrast, the wax model shows a sleeping or
dead body, eyes closed and head turned to the side. This pose
is similar to funerary sculptures, whcrc hands rest on stomachs
and chests to indicate eternal repose. Fixed into wax, the unconscious hystéries body seems like a dead body, drawing con
nections not only to the cadavers on public display at the Paris
morgue as a form of popular spectacle but also to the impor
tance of autopsies in the diagnosis of “invisible” diseases such as
hysteria.7*1 Sincc studies on hysteria bccamc popular during the
1970s through 1990s, many scholars, such as Elaine Showalter,
Sander Gilman, Elisabeth Bronfen, Hélène Cixous, Mark Micale, and Georges Didi-Huberman, hâve approached hysteria as
a socially constructed category inventée! out of sexual, professional, and institutional désire. Michel Foucault, amongst oth53
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its ability to provide a life-like surface: wax always threatens to
break and crumble, thus presaging a body in pain and potential
death/3 During the nineteenth century, wax, like photography,
was often understood as a medium of death as it was used to
makc commémorative portraits of the dead/4 Like the wax
death masks and casts of bclovcd pets, lovers, and family members, the wax woman at the Salpêtrière also invokes the absence
of a real, living body by its présence. Through the symbolic
death of the patient by realistic représentation, the hysterical
body bccamc real enough to hclp prove the existence of hvsteria.
Similarly, hysteria could only be biologically confirmée! through
actual death, as opening the body to fine! the organic source
of hysteria would hâve ultimately killecl the patient. The “reality” of hysteria was “proven” in death and by realistic portrayal,
as autopsies, photographs, and waxes were required in order to
fully confirm a diagnosis of hysteria.
Although the Salpêtrière wax-woman’s nakedness, uncovcrcd hair, and deformed body intimâtes that this model is as
true-to-life as possible, the woman’s wax hand is placed ncar hcr
gcnitals, as if to suggest that this inanimate body also retains
the modesty of a young Venus, who simultaneously hides and
draws attention to her own sex by the placement of her hand.
By depicting the woman in wax, undressed, with her closcd eyes
and body outstretched, the Salpêtrière Venus is similar to the famous wax Vcnuscs created by Clémente Susini and Gaetano Giulio Zumbo for the Specola in Florence during the cightccnth
century. These wax Vcnuscs were life-sized models of naked fe
male bodies. Despite their smooth and complété pale surfaces,
which were decorated with pearl necklaces, closing glass eyes,
and long flowing hair (often human or animal), the models
could be taken apart like jigsaw puzzles, allowing the viewer
access to inner organs, including the utérus, which was often acccssorizcd with a fétus. Similar wax models of unconscious and
unclothed female figures remained prévalent in France during
the latc nineteenth century (fig. 1 1). Unlike wax models of male
bodies, which were customarily shown standing in active poses,
displaying exterior musculature and bones, medical Vcnuscs
were made to lie horizontally with half-shut eyes, suggesting
sleep. As is symbolized by the figures’ pale skin, loose cascading
hair, and states of test, these waxes providcd a palatable femininity that passively opened itself up to medical examination.
Wax Venuses were displayed in both popular and privileged professional settings. lhe Paris Medical School collection
containcd scveral models, such as the anesthetized wax woman
on show at the Musée Orfila, whose inanimate body simulatcd the act of breathing. Madame Tussaud’s wax muséum in
London also exhibited a mechanical wax woman: its Sleeping
Beauty had a heart that was shown pumping.45 Young, beautiful, and unconscious, these wax sculptures represented idealized and passive female bodies whose electrically chargcd organs

Figure 11. Laie nineteenth-century life-sized wax Venus showing an
ovarian pregnancy from the William Bonardo Collection of Anatomical
Wax Models (Photo: Christie’s Images I imited, 2001).
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lhe connection between wax and a passive, pathological
femininity was also made by Rachilde in hcr scandalous novel,
Monsieur Vénus, publishcd in 1884. In this text, Raoule de Vcncrandc, an aristocratie woman, cunningly scduccs a beautiful,
young working-class painter, Jacques Silvert, through a sériés
of actions that reverse conventional nineteenth-century gender
rôles. Raoule is an active seductress: she dresses as a man, financially supports Jacques, and controls his actions, Ihroughout
the novel, Jacques becomes increasingly “feminized” by Raoule:
hc obeys hcr commands, hc wears the délicate and luxurious
clothing that she gives him, and in the bedroom he takes on
the traditional femalc rôle of passive and coy receiver.46 The ultimatc objectification and “feminization” of Jacques occurs at
the end of the novel, when Raoule créâtes a wax model out of
Jacques’s dcad body. By adding Jacques’s blond eyelashes, white
teeth, and fingcrnails to the model, thus making the wax appcar as life-like as possible, Raoule assembles her own monsieur
Vénus. Wax, like women, was considered soft and supplc, and
thcreforc the transformation of Jacques from a living man into
a pliable model served to rid him of the active and dominccring
characteristics understood to belong to the male sex. Hurthermore, Jacques’s transformation into wax transgressed gender
stéréotypes because medical Venuses were predominantly rep
résentations of female bodies made for male viewers. Raoule’s
monsieur Vénus not only acts as an effigy through which she can
remember her lover, but it also becomes an instrument of sexual
pleasure. Once again subverting gender rôles, the novel ends
with Raoule, here conceived as both a young woman in mourning and a young man in evening dress, visiting the wax Jacques:
“They corne to kneel beside the bed, and after contemplating at
length the marvcllous Unes of the wax statue, they cmbrace it,
kiss it on the lips. A spring hidden inside the ffanks connects
with the mouth and animâtes it at the samc time that it spreads
apart the thighs.”47 Jacques is not only “feminized” by the new
material of his being but also his sexual actions arc mcchanically
made to simulate a female body as his legs are made to separate
upon arousal. As this text suggests, dcath, sex, and femininity
are intricately bound in the figure of the wax Venus, who ro
mains sexually available despite her (or in this case, his) lifclcss,
lifelikc body.
Onc of the most popular paintings at the 1887 Salon in
Paris showed a young, unclothed female body on the brink be
tween life and dcath, lying on an operating table surroundcd
by medical men (fig. 12). Represented as smooth and pale, the
patient looks like an anatomical wax Venus, rcady to be dismantled by the skilled hands of the surgeon, which loom above her
nakcd body. Significantly, this painting belonged to Péan. The
surgeon commissioned Henri Gervex, a young painter cqually
renowned for his paintings of scandalous nudes and public republican murais, to paint his portrait. Titled Avant l'opération:

Figure 12. Henri Gervex, Avant l’opération, 1887. Oïl on canvas, 242 x 188

cm. Pans, Musée d'Orsay (Photo: Réunions dos Musées Nationaux/Art
Rcsource, NY).

appeared to bring them to life, imbuing them with the blood
of modernity without threatening thcir pure and containcd cxteriors. The association between wax and a socially acceptable
modem femininity was also formed by the bourgeois womcn’s
pastime of crcating wax models of flowers and fruit—both symbols of femininity through thcir association with nature, fcrtility, fragility, and the décorative. The pliability of wax and the
desired malleability of women became united in the fantasy of
a medical Venus. Although its suggested comatosc state and
compilant surface symbolized a femininity that allowcd for the
total empowerment of the medical male gaze and touch, the
medical Venus remaincd a pathological body. It was an object
that improved medical knowledge and whose purpose was the
advanccmcnt of medical lcarning. Wax Vcnuscs embodied the
pluralistic and often contradictory constructions of femininity
and femalc sexuality in medical discoursc bccausc they were
conccivcd as sick bodics in necd of fixing as well as innocent and
pure fertile vessels. They did not resist surgical expérimentation,
nor did their symptoms of illness repel.
55
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Docteur Péan enseignant à l’hôpital Saint-Louis sa découverte du
pincement des vaisseaux, Gervex’s work shows Péan at the helm
of an operating table, surrounded by colleagues and nurses, as
he préparés to eut into the naked body of a young anesthetized woman.48 Salon critics described this work as “realist” as
they believed it was a truthful recording of the visible world.
Georges Lafcncstrc praised Gcrvex for not altering the surgical
scene in any way and for remaining “a pure and simple reproduccr of reality,” and M. Hamel commended Gervex for painting a work without “tragic or saddening intention” that kept
“the éloquence of truth.”49 He further wrote that the painting
contained “[n]o mystery, nothing that aims at émotion: cverything is said simply, with the certitude of scientific affirma
tion.”50 For these critics, realism, like the scientific method, was
equated with impartiality and neutrality, and therefore Gervex’s
apparent lack of involvcmcnt in the painting was one of its
greatest achievements.
Yet it was the female patient that received the most atten
tion in contemporary criticism. Paul Mantz focused on Gervex’s
représentation of naked female flesh when he wrote in his re
view that the Salon crowd was drawn to the canvas “as much by
the subject matter as by certain details in the execution, notably
the woman’s skin, luminous and délicate on the white sheets.”51
Hippolyte Devillers described Gervex’s use of white in the
painting of female nudes as scxcd and mischievous: “Nobody
plays with whites like Mr. Gervex, but how he mixes, 1 wouldn’t
know which aphrodisiac substance he uses.... Mr. Gervex
has some mischievousness on his palette, lot him use it.”52
The pallor of the patients body, like that of a medical Venus,
symbolized an idcalizcd femininity that was chaste and clean.
Yet this pale, wax-like flesh was also the site of scxual rêverie
and plcasurc, be it for the critic, the artist, the Salon viewer,
or the man who commissioned the work. Although Salon crit
ics praised Gervex’s portrait for its acute objectivity and sincere
dcpiction, his rendering of a sick female body exposes the rôle
of fantasy and imagination in the production of reality. The
woman in Avant l’opération fluctuâtes between the real and the
idéal. Her ivory torso, cascading hair, and bare chest construct
an immaculate and healthy femininity that has no place in a
modem operating theatre—the Salon critic G. Ollendorf even
commented on this point.53 Yet hcr tanned hands, furrowed
brow, and distinctive nosc arc evidence of Gervex’s desire to represent the world rcalistically and truthfully.
Realistic details needed to be used with caution in order to
achieve the desired effect of reproducing reality without provoking the sense of fear often evoked from représentations, such as
thosc in wax, that were considered too life-like. As Ernst Jentsch
wrote in 1906, art “avoids the absolute and complété imitation
of nature and living things,” so that it does not “provoke slight
feelings of unease.”54 By painting Péan’s female patient as in

tact and devoid of cuts, scars, or visible disease—ail features
which contrast to the deformed and dismembered models of
female bodies in Péan’s wax collection—Gervex made a pathological body pleasurable for Salon viewers. Significantly, Jentsch
claimed waxworks were objects that produced the greatest sense
of unease and the “uncanny” in the viewer. Sigmund Freud referred to Jentsch’s conception when he described the “uncanny”
as the fccling that arose from “doubt as to whether an apparently animate object rcally is alivc and, conversely, whether a lifeless object might not be animate.”55 The anesthetized woman
in Avant l’opération, like the wax Sleeping Beauty with pumping heart at Madame Tussaud’s and the breathing Venus at the
Orfila, was a life-like body suspended between the animate and
the inanimatc. Wax was the perfcct medium to represent female
bodies that fluctuated between life and death, the real and the
idéal, plcasurc and horror.

Conclusion
Realistic représentations of female bodies formed a ground for
the intersection between art and medicine, as their study hcld
a prominent rôle in both medical and artistic training and specialization. Similarly, realism linked art and medicine: bccausc
of its association with objectivity and reason, it was considered
equally suitable for medical iconography and paintings with
medical thèmes. Although realism was propagated as a metaphor of truth, it was intricately bound to professional, institutional, and pcrsonal desire, as both artists and doctors used
realism to stand in for the rational charactcristics with which
they wished to be associated.56 Yet neither Péan’s représenta
tions of female bodies in wax or in paint could guarantee a
purely objective, accurate, and stable recording of reality or
femininity—such a desire itself surely reveals a madness bccause of its ultimate impossibility. Péan’s collection of sick femalc figures in paint and in wax shows the vulnerability, instabi 1 ity, and impossibility ofthe daims to truth and reality made
by realistic représentations. Péan and his mouleur sought to
produce reality by rclying on wax’s mimctic properties, and by
adding colour, minute details, and even hair to their models.
Yet the objectivity invokcd by the life-like waxes was constantly
threatened by the pleasure connected to the intimatc touching
and looking rcquired for their création. It was also undermined
by viewers who recorded feeling horror, fear, madness, and dclight before waxworks. fllie creating and collecting of représen
tations of female bodies always threatened to erode the rational
façade of modem scientific medicine and professional duty, as
fantasy and pleasure were never far from the surface.
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